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The affectionate Morley looked on in anguish
at the collapse of the G.O.M.*s policy, and the
departure of the G.O.M. It also fell to k\m to
break the news to Mrs* Gladstone.
"After dinner in the drawing-room, he at once sat
down to backgammon with Armistead. Mrs. G. carried
me to a sofa behind an ornamental glass screen; and
I then found with a minute of consternation that I was
to tell her the fatal news. Mr. G. had said to her on his
return from the House that I was coming to dine : that he
was lagged, and that I would tell her how things stood.
It was as painful as any talk could be. However I had no
choice. I told her that the reign was over a*«i that the only
question was whether the abdication should be now or in
February. The poor lady was not in the least prepared for
the actual stroke. Had gone through so many crises and
they had all come out right in the end : had calculated that
the refreshment of the coming journey to Biarritz would
change his thought and purpose. I told her that language
had been used which made change almost impossible.
Well, then, would not the Cabinet change, when they
knew the perils with which his loss would surround them ?
I was obliged to keep to iron facts. What a curious scene 2
Me breaking to her that the pride and glory of her life was
at last to face eclipse, that the curtain was falling on a
grand drama of fame, power, acclamation : the rattle of
the dice on the backgammon board and the laughter and
chucklings of the two long-lived players sounded a strange
running refrain.**
There followed the last painful interview with
the Queen.
" Then came the conversation,** notes Mr. Gladstone,
" which may be% called neither here nor there. Its only
material feature was negative. There was not one syllable
of the past accept a repetition, an emphatic repetition, of
the thanks she had long ago amply rendered for what I

